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SO MUCH SPACE both inside

and out!

•

Flexible accommodation ideal for

a larger or extended family

•

Up to 6 bedrooms, or less

bedrooms, more living space

•

LARGE LOUNGE + conservatory•
Potential for GF annexe•
Lots of options for HOME

OFFICE to work from home

•

VERY SPACIOUS 5 BEDROOM HOUSE set on large plot with SOUTH FACING GARDEN.  Masses of space inside and out,
incl. LARGE LOUNGE + conservatory.  ANNEXE POTENTIAL.  Lots of garaging and parking space.  IDEAL FOR WORKING
FROM HOME!
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SO MUCH SPACE, both inside and out, is the hallmark of this very
generously proportioned property
The location should not disappoint either; in one of the quieter roads in
Queens Park, the house stands on a large, level plot, with a south facing
rear garden
The flexible accommodation is ideal for a larger or extended family, and
can be used as 5 or 6 double bedrooms (including a ground floor
bedroom) if required, and there are 4 bath/shower rooms
Offers POTENTIAL FOR ANNEXE and ideal for working from home
The LARGE LIVING ROOM is a great feature, and there are doors out to
A CONSERVATORY and through to the family room
The current dining room, with an adjacent shower room, makes a perfect
ground floor bedroom if needed
A galley style KITCHEN/BREAKFAST ROOM has plenty of worktop and
cupboard space and integrated appliances, with door through to utility
room
Moving to the first floor, the MASTER BEDROOM is a lovely large room
overlooking the rear garden, with Juliette balcony and en suite bathroom
Bedroom 2 has an en suite shower and two further double bedrooms
share a large ‘JACK AND JILL’  LUXURY BATHROOM with bath and
shower
The attic space has been opened up into a games room, but could be
used as another bedroom or two, and IDEAL FOR HOME OFFICE
There is extensive pavioured parking area at the front of the property and
INTEGRAL GARAGE.  A wide driveway leads to the garage and SPACE
FOR MOTORHOME, BOAT, ETC.
The LARGE GARAGE has a very useful extra section, ideal as a office,
gym, playroom, etc.
There are schools for all ages in the local area, including the two
Bournemouth Grammar Schools, and excellent leisure facilities, including
Queens Park Golf Course and Strouden Park
Local shops can be found in Charminster Road, whilst the Castlepoint
Shopping Centre on Castle Lane is within each reach for larger multiple
stores
Bournemouth town centre is easily reached, offering a wider choice of
shops and restaurants as well as the Blue Flag beaches and for

£795,000
FREEHOLD

These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied 
upon as statements or representations of fact. Any areas, measurements or distances 
are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not 
necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all the 
necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and we have not tested any 
services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or 
otherwise. 
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